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The ho-ho-ho-holidays will be here before we know it and though 
the way we celebrate may look a bit different this year, gift 
giving can be just as (if not more) special when you support small 
businesses! 

We have curated two guides of our favorite small businesses that have the perfect 
gifts for everyone on your l ist – from the art enthusiast to your most fashionable 
friend, the homebody to ever-challenging “you don’t have to get me anything this 
year but deep down I kinda hope you do” friend. 

Hand-crafted in Brooklyn, the bril l iant woman behind this business, 
Roachele has some words and knows how to use them! From 
pennants to totes and lots of other lovely treats, this babe takes 
“modern affirmations for every day” and turns them into powerful 
pieces with soul. We have our order in for the “much to be done & 
undone” pennant, but good luck finding just one perfect gift here – 
there is truly something for everyone. 

The darlings of Denver, this hometown (and badass) coffee
roasters knows their s**t and look good doing it. They have been 
leading the charge when it comes to being vocal about social justice 
and has powered through the pandemic being thoughtful, smart, and 
considerate of the greater good. Visit their site to try a variety of 
their delicious coffees, get a coffee delivery subscription, or hook 
your friends up with the coolest coffee swag in the game.
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Looking for something a little…sexier to give? Crystal sex toys 
company (and Catapult client) Chakrubs has gorgeous products that 
are as beautiful as they are *ahem* enjoyable. And if you’d like to 
really go big on this gift, check out our friends at Citrine CBD who 
have the most amazing enhancement oils that make this everything 
you need for a long, lockdown winter.

BKASPR

This designer and “letterer” uses color and a heavy dose of cool to 
create pieces that jump off your wall . From original artwork to the 
coolest l imited prints, artist Brian Kaspr even sometimes offers quick 
custom signs in flash sales if you watch his Instagram closely enough. 
He is known to do custom pieces if you have a great idea and word 
on the street is he may be sneaking some swag into the shop soon, 
too!

We love a woman-owned business who knows how to hustle and 
makes it personal. For the knitter in your l ife, pick-up one of their 
amazing knit kits, sign-up for their online knit classes (it ’s great, we 
know first-hand), or stock-up on their own gorgeous yarn blend. Not 
familiar with the needles? Shop their “Made By Us” knitwear, 
hand-knit by incredible talent in the greater Boston area just for you! 
Chunky, cute and cozy – what more do you need this winter?

Rounding our first guide out is another Denver-based icon, perfect 
when you’re looking for something to send that encourages a “feel 
good ritual”. This nail salon was born from wanting to use products 
that are better and do better, which expanded into a shop of being 
able to take these products home and enjoy them on your own time! 
Pick out some gorgeous “no nasties” nail polish, find the coolest gift 
sets for at-home pampering, and check out their wildly fun home 
goods and apparel. It ’s all about good vibes here!


